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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF LEAF DEVELOPMENT

IN CERTAIN OF THE VASCULAR PLANTS

1. INTRODUCTION

A project now in progress entitled "An Experimental Study of
Leaf Development in Certain of the Vascular Plants" has been supported

by the United States AtSmic Energy Commission, Division of Biology

and Medicine, Biology Branch from September 1, 1965
.  The objectives

of the Project have been: (1) initiation of a study 
to determine the

biochemical factors which govern the initiation of l
eaf primordia at

specific loci on the shoot apex, and (2) a study of
 biochemical and

physical factors which influence cultured, undeterm
ined leaf primordia

to develop as leaves rather than shoots, or whole p
lants.  Emphasis

has been centered on the second objective.  Centerin
g of attention

t

upon a discrete organ such as the leaf, or the prim
ordium from which it

arises, has been, will continue to be a more produc
tive approach than

would a more diffuse approach to the problems of the
 shoot apex as a

whole.

Before proceeding with the main accomplishments of 
the research

project to date, a brief statement is in order concerning the state

of our knowledge of leaf growth and development in t
his system which

existed prior to the initiation of this study.

11. PREVIOUS STATE OF OUR KNOWLEDGE       \

Leaf primordia in the vascular plants are formed at
regular . 4

intervals at the fl anks of' the shoot apex. The prirnordia arise as
the result of divisions in groups of cells of the s

urface and

subsurface cell layers at the flanks of the apex. In the ferns,

the primordium develops a leaf .apical cell characteristic of the

species, assumes a dorsiventral symmetry, and by ra
pid growth quickly

overtops the apical meristem.

A unique characteristic of the cinnamon fern, Osmund
a cinnamomea L.,

is that with the establishment of the primordium as
 a distinct morpho-

logical entity at the shoot apex, there .is no concomitant establishment

of an axillary bud which is so characteristic of th
e flowering plants.

Under natural conditions, therefore, during the fou
r years required

for leaf maturation, no bud-forming potential is ever found to be

associated with the developing leaf.

S tee ve s ( 1 9 61 a, 1 9 61 b ; 1 962
) , however, showed in Osmunda cinnamomea

that of the ten youngest primordia. P -P  - the youn
gest, Pl, when

'  1  10'
isolated and cul tured always developed as a shoot (bud), whereas isolated,

cultured P1 's always developed as leaves. He noted that primordia 2

h                    through 9 0  this sequence sho
wed a variable response when isolated,

 1

with progressively older primordia giving an increasing proportion of

leaves.       Api ces of primordia 2 through 9 which gene rated shoots appeared
t

4                                 
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to divide into two equal meristematic mounds.  One of these developed
into a shoot apical meristem according to Steeves (1962), whereas the
other continued to develop as a leaf.  From these investigations, Steeves
concluded that leaf primordia produced at the cinnamon fern shoot apex
are not irreversibly determined as leaves from their inception; that,
in point of fact, they remain undetermined as leaves for a relatively
long period of time.,- Kuehnert and Steeves (1962) reached a similar
conclusion.  From their experiments, they determined cultured saggital
fragments of primordia 4 through 9 of the cinnamon fern showed the
capacity to develop as whole shoots or whole leaves.

Cutter (1965), however, disagreed with this interpretation.  She

suggested that cinnamon fern leaf primordia 2 through 9 are already
determined at the time of their isolation.  She further suggested that
shoots developed from primordia 2 through 9 of the cinnamon fern arose

from tissue comprised in the primordium, but not from its apex.

Main Research Accomplishments as these pertain to this Project.

1.  Emergence of a developmental phases concept:

The controversy which arose over Steeves' (196la, 196lb, 1962) and
Kuehnert's and Steeves' (1962) interpretation of the developmental
sequence of events which occur in a primordium of Osmunda from the

               time of its inception, stimulated a reinvestigation of these events in
this laboratory.  The reinvestigation was aimed at (1) determining the
exact nature of the shoots formed by certain of the youngest primordia,·  4

P2-P4' and (2) a better definition of the developmental stage at which
determination of a primordium produced at the shoot apex is accomplished,
i.e., when it is determined irrevocably as a leaf primordium.

From this reinvestigation, it was clearly shown by Haight and
Kuehnert (1969) that: (1) adaxial, adventitious buds are produced by
Osmunda cinnamomea leaf primordia 2, 3 and 4; (2Fth-e adaxial adventitious
buds are produced in addition to the leaf which bears them; (3) the
adventitious buds are strictly foliar, not axial in position or origin;
(4) the adaxial buds, therefore, are strictly foliar, not cauline;
(5) expression of the adaxial, adventitious bud occurs only when the
primordium is isolated from the rest of the shoot system; (6) if one
accepts the concept of adventitious budding in primordia 2, 3 and 4,
then it is equally valid to include primordia 5 through 9 as exhibiting
the same response.  From these investigations, it is apparent that
determination of the primordium as a leaf primordium occurs as early as

the P2 stage, and not as late as the Pl  stage of development as earlier
suggested (Steeves 1961 a, 1961 b, 1962, 9966; Kuehnert and Steeves 1962) .

From these investigations it was further demonstrated that the shoots
developed by 2. cinnamomea primordia 2 through 9 are not produced from
the original leaf primordial apex as suggested Ey Steeves (1962). Rather,
the observed "shoot" is produced basipetal to the prlmordial apex of the
leaf which bears the "shoot" (actually, adventltious bud), (Haight and

'S

f
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Kuehnert 1969).                                                                    1
To emphasize the adventitious characteristic of the bud,histological studies reveal that in the region in which theadaxial, adventitious bud of these primordia is expected to arise,relatively high levels of starch accumulate (Kuehdert 1972).  Asthe bud emerges, the star.ch reserves decline. Starch is removed                2from all but fully di ffet*entiated cells of the leaf whi.ch supports                 f 1the adventitious bud of the primordlum.  As in other systems (tobacco

.,
callus, Thorpe and Murashige 1970; zygote stage   of the cotton   emb ryo,Jensen 1963), it is significant that the main function of starch

.;
accumulation appears to be that it serves as a readily availablesource of energy for renewed meristematic activity within these systems.

The following points are also of significance.  This phase of the             i
; study has demonstrated fully that there are two distinct developmental 1, iPhases in which primordia 2 through 9 will express.  One of thesedevelopmental Phases takes the form of leaf + bud; the second takes-the form of leaf only - the fully determined leaf primordium.  Further-more, the study strongly indicated that the Phase leaf + bud precedes 1/

1
,

.
1

the developmental Phase leaf only for younger primordia-in the sequence           i
,

2

exp ress preferentially    in   the   leaf   + bud expression, while progressively                             £older primordia express preferentiaTly in the leaf only developmentalPhase.

2.  Emergence of a three-phase concept of development from
1        Z '·the study of the developmental potentialities of the 4           .; t

f·;youngest primordium, P1:

11,.The discovery that 0. cinnamomea primordia 2 through 9 are already          1determined as, and develop as, leaves but retain the meristematic                 Ipotential to generate an adventitious shoot bud adaxially and just-

l.
basipetal to the primordial apex led us to a reinvestigation of thedevelopmental potentialities of the youngest primordium produced at               'the shoot apex of the cinnamon fern, i.e., P1. 1.

12,; ''
...,

The data from these investigations clearly show that primordial               Pdevelopment at the shoot apex may be divided into three developmental 'ttPhases in this organism.  We have designated these Phases as developmental        4':Phase 1, developmental Phase 11 and developmental Phase 111.  Phase I
1''lasts from inception of the primordium (|m) to some point in time fi

during P1·  Phase 11 probably begins somewhere between I  and I * and          It:''
1may be retained as long as P .  Phase Ill is evident as  arly as P1 andcontinues through the entire primordial sequence to include P .  In nature,       1or under experimental conditions where physiological continui£y between

--*.Using the convention of M. and R. Snow (1933), incipient primordia, or
primordia not yet morphologically expressed, are numbered in sequencewith    11   being   the   next   but   one   primordium  to   emerge   at the shoot apex. ':\

l' i. 1
I                      i. I

8 :/ i
4.''
. . ,

'.   11 *

4 ":

1411,1
' '

.'. ,.1,1'·.1.·.111
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the primordium and the shoot apical meristem complex is maintained,               i
0. cinnamomea primordial expression is Phase 111 expression (leaf only_).         i

However, if the primordia produced at the shoot apex are removed from           f
certain external biological influences (specifically the shoot apical
meristem and/or certain of the older primordia) terminal expression of           V

the primordium may be either Phase 1, Phase 11 or Phase 111 depending            '
upon the developmental Miase of the primordium at the time of its               

  W

isolation. To elaborate: any primordium (P) or incipient primordium            1,
1:

' (1),  under the normal influence  of the shoot apical meristem complex,

will express in developmental Phase 111 (leaf only).  If the outside

influence of the shoot apical meristem is removed during the time the     
        i

primordium is passing through developmental Phase 1, the primrdium
will express as shoot only.  if the shoot apical meristem influence,
and that of certain of the older primordia are removed while th

e primordium

is passing through developmental Phase 11, the primordium wil
l express            ··

4 in the leaf + bud expression.  However, if the primordium is n
ot removed          !

from the influence of the shoot apical.·meristem or these certain older            k
primordia before it has passed on to developmental Phase 111, it will

express as a leaf only.                  
                                         

 f
1

With regard to Phase 1, when the influence is the shoot apical

meristem, the probability that a Phase I primordium wi.11 develop as a
leaf is 1.0. When the Phase I P is removed from external influence

EFThe shoot apical-meristem, th  probability that the Phase I p1 will          ·
develop as a shoot is also 1.0.                          

                          :

It is of further significance to recognize that the youngest primordium4

of the cinnamon fern is the only primordium able to expr
ess in all three

developmental Phases.  Though developmental Phase I is t
ransient, it is

, a necessary Phase in the sequence which leads, ultimately, to the determina-

tion of the primordium as a leaf only. Furthermore, while the Pl is in          5
' developmental Phase l' it is quite misleading to refer to it as a "leaf"

primordium.  Rather, it should be regarded as a complete
ly undetermined

outgrowth of the shoot apex complex which has the capaci
ty to develop

either as a shoot or a leaf depending upon the external 
biological influ-

ences to which it is subjected.

Though at the present time there is no set of c
onditions which we

can recognize as being the sharply distinct determined
 state in the

process of leaf determination, we now have come to rec
ognize at the

morphological level these three developmental P
hases which allow us to

begin to analyze the process in cell populatio
nal and cytological terms.

Of even greater significance is the fact that we now may
 look for

characteristics which are peculiar or unique to 
each of the morphological

Phases described, and begin to appraise the biochemical shifts which
--.

-- occur across the developmental sequence,··from initiation to determi nation,
that  determine 'the primordlum as a leaf Only- primordium.

1

I

:

--,'.1 .  -'.,1,..D//.\,/1 //.1,/.11;j..#>.1, '11 ,1,1.,/ 1.123/ 11'f,1,'.1.
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3.  Cell cycle characteristics of 21-day old.third emergent             i

primordia:  cell subpopulations and leaf development:

As stated above, Haight and Kuehnert (1971) have shown that the              I
primordium initiated at the shoot apex of the cinnamon fern passes
through three developmental Phases, the final one of which is the adult,          1
leaf only, Phase of expnession.  Of the three Phases, the intermediate           I
Phase- ase 11), is th'e one which has received the bulk of our

attention·         in the study of leaf development.  As the Intermediate Phase, it sits

astride the "aging process" which proceeds from shoot only through to            (
leaf only.  Of the three Phases it is probably the most significant for           i
TE-Fears resemblance to the other two Phases flanking it in that it
expresses as leaf + bud.-

Thi rd emergent primordia of the cinnamon fern express preferentially

%

in this intermediate Phase when grown under the conditions of sterile

nutrient culture; and whole body irradiation of P 's at a dose of 500
: R x-rays will promote an increase in the expressiJn of P 's in this

Phase (Phase [1 - leaf + bud).  In view of this, it appeJred that P 's
offered a unique opportunity to study the pecul i.ar characteristics                -
of the leaf determination process through studying the unique cell cycle
characteristics of the two distinctly different major cell populations
of the third emergent primordium.

The labeled mitosis technique CQuastler and Sherman 1959) allows

one to determine the duration of the cell cycle-(CT) and its component

parts: (G 1) the pre-synthetic interphase period, (S) the DNA synthesis'.  4
period, (G 2) the post-synthetic period, and (M) the period of mitoSiS.

In plant systems, the labeled mitosis technique has been extensively
used on root tip-meristems. 0/imber 1960). Determination of the cycle
has been made both on whole root tips (Ames and Mitra 1966; Van't Hof
1965, 1967, 1968; Van.'t Hof and Ying 1964; Wimber 1966) and on root
sections CClowes 1961, 1965; and Thompson and Clowes 1968).  Recently

a report has been made of cell cycle characteristics in a shoot meristem
(Jacqmard 1970).

Heretofore no attempt has been made to obtain cell cycle information
on a developmental system such as that exhibited by the developmental ,

sequence shown hy set I cinnamon fern leaf primordia.  The successful
application of continuous and pulse labelling techniques to the problem
will enable us to pursue the  roblem both in breadth and in depth. -

Briefly· stated, through the use of continuous and pulse labelling
techniques our investigations of the cell cycle characteristics of 21-day.

old   thi rd eme rgent primordia (Phase   Il   plus   Phase    111)    show   G   2+   1/2M

--·--- . to be 6.75 hrs·in duration, M to be. 1.68 hrs in duration, minimum G 2

to be 5.91 hrs, and S to be 21.0 hrs in duration (Kuehnert 1972).

Furthermore, curve characteristics of the labeled mitotic figures curve

..                             1
.,

L                                                                                                                                                                        · · . · · · · ·1 1.id: 1.1,1 '91·' .'·.1,11 .47"Il'•rAYIi.1.fil,11'.'1'',(s:"it·:Irl: ", '.r,:,N,,1 ·,·:  1 1
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of these primordia indicated the presence of multiple cell subpopulations
with differing cell cycle characteristics. The ascending slope of the
labeled mitotic figures curve was much steeper than the descending slope
of the curve.  Though a second maximum emerged at 56 hours in the cycle
time curve, the curve demonstrated sufficient irregularity in the vicinity
of this second maximum to further suggest cell population heterogeneity.
Finally, the curve characteristic did not allow determination of a G l
interphase period, wh'ich further substantiated the probability of the
existence of multiple cell subpopulations emerging within the system.

Since the adaxial, adventitious bud emerges in P 's cultured
approximately 3 weeks (21 days), it is predicted that3with the emergence
of the bud, a change in the cell cycle characteristics will be expressed,
and this will occur either as cell subpopulations with identical mitotic

cycle durations, but differing within cycle durations, or cell subpopulations
each with a different mitotic cycle time, and differing interphase period
durations (Van't Hof and McMillan 1969).

4.  Sources of an 'active principle':

From previous investigations (Kuehnert 1967, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c),
it has been demonstrated that certain of the older primordia (10's through
13's) are sites of production of a biologically active 'principle' which
suppresses the leaf 1 bud expression forcing the developing primordium
into the leaf only expression.  From the investigations carried out by
Haight and Kuehnert (1969) , it is suggested that the' rhizome shoot
apical meristem is a second source of 'principle' which will suppress  .  ,
the leaf + bud Phase forcing the developing primordium to express, then, 4

preferentTally in the leaf only Phase of expression.

Other evidence from this laboratory which supports this view comes
from a series of experiments in which third emergent primordia of the
cinnamon fern were grown in physiological contact, as pairs, with excised
rhizome shoot apical meristem cones.  Third emergent primordia expressed
preferentially in the leaf only Phase of expression, and at a level equal
to that characteristic of P 's grown in physiological contact, as pairs,
with certain of the older p imordia (10's, 12's, 13·'s) (manuscript in
preparation).

It has also been demonstrated that set I sibling primordia (4's-8's)

grown in physiological contact, as pairs, with P3 primordia will influence
P7's to express preferentially as leaf only, but not at a level which is
statistically significantly different from that of control P3's.

In those studies with oldest set I primordia, for example P13's
cultured in a 1:1 relationship with P 's, it has been shown these primordia

significantly increased the percentagJ of' P 's expressing in Phase 111
(leaf only). In terms of fresh weight homo8enate concentration,
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maximal effect in the shift in Phase Ill expression of P 's is                    iproduced at 3.5 x 10-6 grams of homogenate per ml (0.1 P 1, per P ) ;it is readily apparent this strongly suggests hormonal prapertieJ 1.

for the 'active principle'.                                                          1

It would appear terminal expression of younger set I primordia
in Phase Ill is correlated with, if not coupled to, shifts in levels              1
of 'active principle'; dr more than one 'principle' is operative
In the observed shift.                                                             4

We have shown that GA  can mimic the activity of 'principle'                 1
in  that  GAl'over a broad ;ange of concent rations,  has the capaci ty
to influente primordia, which normally express preferentially in                  1Phase ll, to express preferentially, instead, in Phase Ill (Kuehnert,unpublished resul ts). Further,  we have demonstrated  that   there   is   a                                #,i

i time for "competency" during which an excised, cultured P will respond           F
tto GA7.  This time is between the third and ninth day aftJr excision             i,and e*plantation to a GA-containing medium (unpublished results).  We
interpret this response as the time during which a P will respond to             fl
external regulatory influences. Hicks and Steeves (%969) have demonstrsted
that '1 primordia of the cinnamon fern requi re a similar interval  of         ..
time for the first incipient primordium ('1) to become fully determined.
as   a   l e a f o n l y p r i m o r d i u m.                                                                                                                                                               2,

1,

5.  The sets characteristic: i

\
1''
6,

We have also determined a unique set value characteristic in our
study of leaf development in this organism; and we recognize this
characteristic to be intimately bound up with the developmental sequence
for primordia initiated at the shoot apex, a sequence we have described
in terms of Phases of development.

The only bud formed naturally by 2. cinnamomea is restricted to             ,
the terminal position, and, except in cases of bifurcation, there is

only one bud per plant: there are no lateral, axillary or.adventitious
buds formed under natural conditions.  The bud is composed of the shoot          I

.1.

apical meristem (SAM) , those outermost primordia which have matured as              i
cataphylls (bud scales) and a reservoir of primordia of decreasing size            1
separated by internodes of negligible distance. The number of primordiain the reservoir is larger than the number required for annual utilization
as mature leaves. It has been suggested that the reservoir is segregated
into a number of annual sets from which the outermost set matures within
one year and to which a complementary set is added by initiation to make
up the loss·due to maturation (see Steeves and Wetmore 1953).

t'.

5a. Apparent set value:

Two set values may be de.termined for t. cinnamomea.  One of thes,4
.

1

e.

Il l' i'; ;1''il id.1.i · 111'3      '71' 1,(,(, 11 '.Prili'11.1'11'li.11'.15/11-'Ir.k.'dILL:  ..4 1,.11 . .1  1.
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is already in the literature (Steeves and Wetmore 1953; Steeves and             ;;:
Sussex 1957)·  We term this set value the apparent set value.  The

/
apparent set value is determined by finding the total number of                   i

primordia in the outermost set (S ), and dividing that number into
the total number of primordia (Pt  found within the apical bud.  Such
a determination is simply a measure of the change in size in the                   
bud relative to the numbsTs of primordia found within the outermost               1:'
set; it may give an indication of sets interfaces, such as between
set  I  and-set  l l,

5b. True set value and its significance to the study of
leaf development:

The true set value, however, gives a measure of the true number              i1..
J·of annual sets within the apical bud.  The true number is determined

* by finding the average number of leaves in the outermost set (SQ) for             L:a period of years, and dividing this number into the total number of . . .

primordia found within the apical bud (Pt/?0).  For example, a bud
having an S  of 9 primordia and a total prlmord,al number of 40 would             f-

. ,

have an appSrent set val'ue of 4.5. However, either 4 sets or 5 may             b
be present in the apical bud.  To determine the true set value, one

need only study the bud history for a period of say 6 years to determine          i
the S  value for those 6 years.  Assuming, in this case, that these
were 8etermined to be 9,7,8,7,8,9, the average S value, then, is          0,
8.0.  This average S  value divided into the present  otal number of
primordia (40) found to be in the apical bud, will give the true number   .  ,    i
of annual sets (true set value) of 5.0. 4

If one anticipated only 4.0 sets, or even 4.5 sets, based only
upon informationderived from the apparent set value and had not determined      <
the true set value from bud history, the prediction of the sets inter-            <

faces could be in error by several plastochrons.  This is of considerable         %signi ficance  when   it is remembe red   that we recognize that certain,   but                               t
not all, of the older primordia are intimately bound up in the determina-
tion of the final morphogenetic expression of younger set I primordia            )
(Kuehnert 1967, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c).  And our knowledge of this allows

us to manipulate and study the details of leaf development.  Determination
of the true set value serves as a predictive tool, then, for determining
-

1

sets interfaces, the value of which is shown by the fact that we now

recognize that it is not a particular primordium, Pll, which is so influ-- \1

ential in determining the final morphogenetic expression of younger pri-          i
mordia, e.g. P 's, as might have been inferred (Kuehnert 196gb, 1969c);  2       ;
rather, we rea ize, now, end of set primordia are responsible.(Jordan

1,

and Kuehnert, manuscript in preparation).

Repeatedly we have·demonstrated that certain of the older primordia---

exert considerable influence over the final morphogenetlc expression of            

&

.

i .3

(

1'.
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younger set I primordia, e.g. P 's.  P 's grown in a 1:1 relationship
with older primordia, e.92 P17'  , expr ss preferentially as Phase 111A

(leaf only).  From these Investigations it appeared the determination
phenomenon was plastochron associated; this was substantiated by the
fact that Pl's grown with P14's did not express, preferentially as Phase
111, but rafher expressed as Phase ll.

*
With the discovery of the true set value informational unit, however,

we began to suspect that we were observing an end of set phenomenon
instead of a plastochron-associated phenomenon.  We tested P 's on buds
we predicted to have an end of set value significantly diffe ent from
that of a P and preliminary results suggest true set value may be so

.13,
used, and In the manner described above. If true set value does prove
to be a good predictive tool, we may employ it also to determine the
sharpness of the sets interface at the set 1, set 11 interface boundary.

j

This will further allow us access to a constant supply of 'active principle'
in our study of leaf development.

Other of our data from earlier studies (Haight and Kuehnert 1970a,
197Ob) strongly indicated the presence of a physiologically/biochemically
defined boundary at the predicted set 1, set 11 interface.  Primordia
irradiated with white, yellow and green light displayed elongation
characteristics consonant with the concept of a set 1, set 11 interface.
There is a significant increase in elongation of primordia up to and
including the primordium predicted as oldest in set .1; predicted youngest
set 11 primordia display decreasing elongation characteristics.  Other
photomorphogenetically significant pigments in these primordia, and    '  4
their functions, are: P 420 - a blue-absorbing pigment effective

/                  in suppressing primordial elongation, and effective in stimulating
accumulation of chlorophylls and carotenoids in these primordia; P 580 -
a yellow-absorbing pigment effective in stimulating xylem differentiation,
and mean fresh weight gain; P 730 - a far-red-absorbing pigment effective
in promoting primordial elongation in these cultured leaves.  These char-

acteristics together with those described above (true set value; boundary
limits of production of 'active principle') may allow us to define the

limits of set I just as certain morphological and physiological character-
istics allow us to distinguish the boundary limits of the outermost set
of leaf primordia from the innermost sets.

111. PRESENT STATE OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF LEAF DEVELOPMENT

Phyllotaxis describes the orderly sequence or arrangement of leaves
on the shoot axis.  This orderly arrangement of leaves, and the factors         e
controlling this arrangement, have received considerable attention.  However,

despite a prolific literature (see Cutter 1965 for citations), still little
-       is understood.  A great variety of accurate descriptions of pattern exist;--

but no viable theory of how the pattern comes to be formed has been forth-
coming.  Thus, we still are left with the three basic theories.as explana-
tion.  For a reference point these are given here:

1
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(1)  First Available Space Theory:

''         Basically, this theory postulates that a (leaf) primordium
arises in the first space, on the apical cone, which attains
both minimum width, and minimum distance from the tip.  The
major proponents of this theory have been M. and R. Snow
(19330 1935, 1947).

(2)  Field Theory:

This second theory proposes that the existing (leaf)
primordia, together with the shoot apical meristem,
give rise to physiological fields, which at their points

-                               of greatest dilution allow formation of new (leaf)
primordia; Richards (1948), Schoute (1913), Wardlaw
(1949a, 1949b) are the principal proponents.

(3)  The Theory of Multiple Foliar Helices:

This third theory proposes that a special 'leaf
impulse' is transmitted acropetally along one or
more foliar helices, which terminates in "leaf-
generating centers"; and at each of these centers
the impulse stimulates active cell division which
is presumed to generate the new leaf;,the chief
proponent of this theory is Plantefol (1946, 1947a,
1947b).                                                    '  4

Again, despite a prolific literature (see Cutter 1965 for citations),
heretofore little has been learned of factors controlling leaf develop-
ment and/or characteristics of leaf development which would adequately
describe those biochemically controlled, and physio-morphologically
expressed, shifts which mold a primordium produced at the shoot apex into
a leaf primordium.

Until recently, principally two investigators have been prime
movers in the study of leaf development.  These men, C. W. Wardlaw
and T. A. Steeves, and their associates, actively pursued the second
of the twin problems of leaf development - leaf determination.  The
major contribution from these extensive investigations was the recog-
nition that most-recently-formed primordia exhibit a degree of plasticity
in that, if isolated, the primordium will express not as a leaf, but
rather will revert and express in shoot form. As regards the duration
of the period of plasticity, a disagreement developed between the two

groups. Investigations made on the fern Dryopteris aristata Druce
revealed the end of the period of plastic.ity coincided with the estab-

-

lishment of the characteristic leaf apical cell; and this occurred by
the time the primordium became a third primordium (Cutter 1956).  No
such correlation could be demonstrated in 0. cinnamomea.  Thus, it
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was concluded that the period of plasticity for Osmunda lasted until
a primordium was 10th in the series (Steeves 196la).  Both groups
assumed that the process of determination had but two expressions -
(1) shoot and (2) leaf. Unfortunately, due to an early error in interpre-
tation, neither the time period for plasticity.oor the degree of
expression-potential were accurately determined for 0. cinnamomea,
as wi 11 be shown shorifly.

Considerable discussion of the possible role of the shoot apical
meristem in control of morphogenesis in (leaf) primordia was put forward
by these investigators; and several untested theories regarding the
pattern of movement of metabolites within the apex, as well as nutritonal
states of the apex, have been discussed.  However, no definitive proof
has been brought forward to support the idea of control being exerted
by the shoot apical meristem only.  Not only have sites or sources of

;
control been ill-defined, but also other, more specific, factors controll-
ing the final expression of (leaf) primordia are equally poorly under-
stood.  And, thus, the nature of determination, the changes wrought
in the developing primordium as it proceeds through the determinative

 

process, as well as sources of control and factors exerting influence
in the determinative process have remained in the realm of the unrealized
goal.  However, we have made significant progress in each of these areas

such that the state of our knowledge has considerably improved in regard
to the elusive problem of leaf development, and especially in terms of

leaf determination; and these are outlined below.   ,

The suggestion (Arber 1950) that the leaf exhibits an "urge to 4

whole shoot-hood" appears to have been borne out by our investigations
'                  of the developmental potentialities of (leaf) primordia of the cinnamon

fern (Kuehnert 1967, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c; Haight and Kuehnert 1969, 1971).

Our investigations strongly indicated that the primordium, in Osmunda,
exhibited the capacity to express in two developmental phases.  One of
these was expressed as leaf + bud, and the other expressed as leaf only
(Haight and Kuehnert 19651-7 -It-was demonstrated  that both phases of
expression were confined to primordia from the youngest set (set I)          ..
within the apical bud of 0. cinnamomea; and only primordia two through nine
appeared to demonstrate the observed plasticity (see also Steeves 196la,
196lb).  Our earlier studies also showed that the plasticity exhibited

was not random in character, but rather was part of a sequence of events,
the leaf + bud characteristic preceding the leaf only expression (Haight
and Kuehnert 1969, Kuehnert and Haight 1969).  This was suggested from
the fact that younger primordia of the group 2 through 9 expressed
preferentially as leaf + bud (shoots in Steeves' terminology), while

older primordia expressed preferentially as leaf only; and primordia of
this innermost set older than 9 always expressed as leaf only (Haight

-- and Kuehnert 1969; Steeves 196la, 196lb).. Our concept of developmental
phases was reinforced from our investigations of the developmental
potentialities of the youngest primordium produced at the shoot apex, P1.

From our studies (Haight.and Kuehnert 1971), we have. learned that
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Pj not only expresses in the two phases already recognized, but it
also expresses as a shoot only; and we term this phase of expression

as developmental phase I.  This expression-phase is observed to precede
that of leaf + bud (developmental Phase 11), and this in turn is observed
to precede the leaf only expression (developmental Phase 111) in this
youngest primordium.  Thus, we see in this youngest primordium the
embodiment of the so-Balled "urge to whole shoot-hood", for a primordium
produced at the shoot apex, under the appropriate conditions, is observed
to progress from shoot only through to leaf only; and equally important,
determination of the primordium as a leaf primordium is an accomplished

fact as early as the P  stage of development in 0. cinnamomea.  It is
also significant that lhe sequence of observed developmental events is
never expressed unless the primordium is isolated from the rest of
the sboot system of which it is so integral a part.  Of equal significance
is the fact that we have demonstrated that the rest of the shoot system
is intimately bound up with the control of morphogenetic events that

1

occur in this region of great plasticity (in 0. cinnamomea the youngest

set I primordia).  This is apparent from action of a well-documented
'active principle' (Kuehnert 1967, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c; Haight and
Kuehnert  1969,  1971)  as  well as whole bud activities (Jordan and Kuehnert,
manuscript in preparation).

Not only have we been able to demonstrate this sequence of
developmental events that progress from totally uncommitted to
partially committed to totally committed as leaf only development,
but we have also been able to determine, reasonably accurately, the
sources or sites of control. Repeatedly we have demonstrated that . 4
one of these sites is the shoot apical meristem, for isolated younger

primordia grown in physiological contact with the shoot apical meri-
stem (isolated cones) invariably express preferentially as leaf only
primordia.  Similarly, also, we have demonstrated that primordia of
the cinnamon fern which comprise the predicted first set of (leaf)

primordia are a second source of control, for again isolated younger
primordia grown in physiological contact with certain other older
isolated primordia express preferentially as leaf only primordia.
Further, we have demonstrated that greatest control over the final
morphogenetic expression of younger set I primordia is exerted by
the oldest sibling primordia of these younger set I primordia; and

preliminary data suggest that only oldest primordia of only set I
are able to exert such strong influence over younger primordial develop-
ment.

Thus, the shoot apical meristem, and primordia of set I serve as
sources of factors controlling the plasticity phenomenon and thereby

play a significant role in the determinative process. Furthermore,
.----      we have demonst rated· an 'active principle.'   to be present in these sites

which participates as a determinant of the final morphogenetic expression

of meristem-produced primordia.  We have demonstrated by a variety of
techniques that the 'active principle' produced at these sites is of

small size (molecular weight less than 12,000); it is highly active;

.
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activity is at least as great as, if not greater than that of known             '

plant growth regulators; thus, 'principle' has hormonal properties;
and 'principle' is both heat and cold stable.

Data accumulated to date suggest that in t. cinnamomea the               
plasticity of expression of shoot-meristem-produced primordia is
probably a set I phegemenon only.  Further, the significant parts
of the shoot system bound up in this control also are probably those
intimately associated with set I.  Now that we have better defined
the true developmental sequence of events in the determination
(aging) of a primordium, we need to know definitely whether control
of plasticity is only a set I phenomenon, for this will better define
the actual limits of the control sites and allow us to better characterize,
these in terms of 'active principle'. Further, we need to characterize
'active principle' both in size characteristics and in physical and
chemical terms. Is this 'principle' no more than one of the known

'

growth regulators?  Or is 'principle' a molecular complex whose
function is principally, if not solely, to strip away the "youthful"
characteristic from the developing primordium thus aging, in terms of

determination, the primordium to leaf only (Phase 111) expression?
If we can determine the outer limits of sites of production of
'principle", we have better opportunity to determine whether 'active
principle' of the two apparent boundary interfaces (shoot apical
meristem, and oldest "set I" primordia) is similar or dissimilar from
each of these sites.                                ,
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I hope to outline to you in this lecture briefly and rather

imperfectly the method whereby geometric transformations like

14-        rotations and space time translations are implemented 'as invariance
transformations in .quantum ·mechanics. There are good reasons for

such a study.  The existence of such symmetries implies that of all

possible theories, a certain subset sharing specific features are

singled out as,·acceptab1e.  This is an enormous simplification and

in fact leads to definite predictions. Actually the significance

of geometric symmetries is deeper. Thus, the Hamiltonian which

governs the time evolution and hence the· dynamics of.the theory,

corresponds on exponentiation to time translation. Thus, geometry

in fact determines dynamics. It may be noted in this context that

the conservation of angular or linear momentum is a consequence of
Vt
0 geometrical invariance principles which· decide the· commutation

relations of such operators with··the· Hamiltonian.

This· is. a conference on unsolved problems. The· field which is
surveyed· now· contains..perhaps the. unsolved. problems· fin, relativistic

quantum mechanics. Let, us briefly review a few of these.

1. Previous remarks. suggest that, the "correct" .realization

of geometric symmetries will lead .in a direct way -to' the "correct"

theory.  This task has certainly not been carried out.

2.  The analysis of continuous geometric transformations leads

to certain relatively definite rules on how they are to be imple-

mented. However, for discrete.symmetries, like,parity P or time

reversal T, the situation is more diffuse. In particular, that P

is unitary and T anti-unitary is not .a consequence of general
principles alone, but requires the extra assumption that there are

no negative energy states. There are further ambiguities regarding

T and PT.  It is known that T2 can·be +1 or -1.  However, in all

A)
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the theories we deal with in practice, the choice T2 = (-42  for
a particle of spin j is made.  .Whether this hypothesis is binding

on us is not clear to me.

3.   Experimentally, we know. that P and T are not exact invari-

ance properties, that is to say, that they cannot be implemented in

the usual theories with the proper commutation relations with the

Hami]tonian. Whether the preceding remarks have a bearing on this

matter is not clear. If in fact what· is observed is the impossibility

of implementation of these geometric transformations, the nature of

geometry -itself may. be different from the present concepts.

4.  There are a whole..group of symmetries like isospin and

unitary spin transformations·which. do not seem to originate in an

intimate way from geometry. There have been many attempts to bring

these too into the geometric fold, but the successes have been

limited. In fact, there are negative theorems (like McGlinn's,

Sudarshan.and·co-workers', O'Raifeartaigh's, etc.) which indicate

serious difficulties  for such a program within··the- present- framework.

5:   'Finally-we .may ask. whether relativistic· quantum theory

should really be formulated so as to be generally covariant. The

success in this task has been limited. It is often·claimed that

gravitation is too weak to be relevant·in particle physics. This

claim is :ambiguous. Let us consider an example ·from another con-

text to illustrate the ambiguity. At very.low energies, we expect

relativistic effects to be unimportant and nonrelativistic con-

siderations: to suffice, Consider now the CPT theorem which essenti-

ally says that CPT is always implementable as a symmetry transforma-

tion in a certain class of quantum field theories. Such a theorem

t U
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cannot be proved using nonrelativistic dynamics although its effects

persist. at .low energies.....Conceivably. similar ·effects- could occur

with general relativity.

Let us now review how geometrical transformations- are imple-

mented in. quantum mechanics„  . The material is almost entirely due

to Wigner and to Bargmann.

We will call the group. of.coordinate transformations which we

impose as an invariance group of the theory the relativity group g .
Let us now consider what is meant by invariance of a quantum theory

under (R.

There are fundamentally two different ways«we can implement

geometric transformations on a system. We'· can transform the coor-

dinate system leaving the. object untouched or we can transform the

object leaving the coordinate system,untouched.  The former view

of the transformations is called·passive and the latter, active.

The two views of the transformations are equivalent only if there

is an appropriate uniformity of space and time.' For instance, con-

sider a· system in an external electrical field along the z-axis.

Before rotations, let there be a,state lit' with angular momentum  com-

ponent equal to 1 along z and a state 0 with angular momentum com-

ponent.1 along x.  Then  ($,9)12'.the·probability for transition

from 0 to 9, is unchanged if the. coordinates are rotated, but not

if the states are rotated. The point of- view we shall adopt will

always be the. active one.

Consider the Hilbert space J4  of' the quantum theory under

study. Under a coordinate transformation r, each state 9 goes

over into a state U(r)* where. the map U(r) is not necessarily linear

D                                   a
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or anti-linear, Consider the set' A  of all' coordinate transforma-

tions r with the property that for each rER,we can find a map U(r)
-     such that 1(0,41)1 = 1(U(r)$,U(r)11,)1 for all 0,111 in 3P ,  This set

is called the relativity group of the theory.
ia

U(r) is not.unique since a state W and a state e  W describe
4

the same physical situation,  Let us define a "phase operator" Ra
/2

depending on a real function on a by   "

RaW =eia(*)9 0 4

QQ is not a linear operator unless a(4) is independent of W.

The nonuniqueness of U(r) can be expressed by stating that

both U(r) and naU(r) implement the ·transformation r.  We can use

this ambiguity to standardize the choice: of U(r) in a particularly

convenient way.

Theorem 1:  There·exists a phase operator na[where a may depend

on.r] such that RaU.(r) is-either unitary- or anti-unitary.

Thus we shall assume hereafter that U(r) is either unitary or

anti-unitary.

We have yet to settle which trans formations are unitary and

which are anti-unitary. To decide this question, we note first
-.

that both the operators U(I:2). U(rl) and U(r2rl) implement the same

transformation r2rl  on  1  .· Therefore,  they may .differ  from each
other  only  by a phase:

U(r2)U(rl) = w(r2'rl)U(r2rl) ' Iw(r2'rl)| =1.

Consider first those r <42 which ·can, be continuously

to identity (pure rotations, translations, etc.). , Then, there is

        »                  -
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a theorem which for our purposes.states essentially that 6ach such

r is the square of another such s:

2
r = s-

E.g.  Each pure rotation r is of the form e which has the
ien·J

.e + -t1- n•J"square root" s=e t - which too is a pure rotation.

From the above follows the important

Theorem 2: For each r which can be continuously deformed to
-

identity, U(r) is unitary,

For we have

U(r) = w(s,s)[U(s)]
2

where w is a phase. Regardless of the unitarity or otherwise of
U(s), [U(s)]2 is unitary so that U(r) is always unitary.

The third result concerns the phase w.

Theorem 3:  If (R, consists of the component of the Poincard group
continuously connected to the identity, then there exists eia(r),a

real, such that if

U' (r) - e U(r) ,ia(r)
then

U'(r2)U'(rl) = n(r2'rl)U'(r2 rl)

for all riG 2 where n(r2'rl) is either +1 or -1.

The set ® in the.above..theorem· consists·of pure. rotations, four-

dimensional translations, pure Lorentz transformations.and all possible

compositions of these transformations.  The -1 values n may take

cannot be removed by a choice of phase, The existence of half-

integer spins is linked to the possibility that such minus signs are

allowed.
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Let us now consider those transformations which. are normally

called discrete.   One..such is parity 32; .another  is · time reversal J.
We assume that j) and 7 are in the· relativity group  (R,   ·· To decide
whether the corresponding operators on   ' are 'unitary or .anti-unitary,

we have to examine their relation to time translations V(t)€2.. .It
is clear that

Q Vit) 0 = V(t) ,
-1

3   V.(t-)   '7 -1    =   Y( -t) .

Suppose that on * ,

V(t) + e
iHt

'

e + p
7+T

where H is the Hamiltonian. Then

P e    P   =e
iH't -1 iHt

iHt -1 -iHtT e   T   =e

where it may be shown that no extra phases need be inserted in the

above. equations. The basic hypothesis required to decide the nature

of P and T is that the eigenvalues of H are all nonnegative and that

they are not all zero. This-is a hypothesis not related to geometrical

principles„and may be questioned.

Now suppose that P is anti-unitary. Then the linear terms in

t give

P(iHt) P = iHt-1

or
PH p-1 = -H .

,
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Therefore if HW =  |X|*, then

H p-1 9= -lAI P-1 *

Hence, P must be unitary.
.

Similarly, T must.be anti-unitary.

The composition laws obeyed by P. and T 'among themselves and with

the operators which.occur·in theorem 3 have been discussed by Lur*at

and Michel and by Wigner at the Istanbul Summer School (1964).

Let me conclude by observing that there seem to be several

points regarding the implementation of discrete symmetries which

are not entirely clear. In addition to those which were mentioned

at the beginning of the talk, we may note here that if there were

tachyons present, the spectrum of the Hamiltonian will no longer be

nonnegative. Then the possibility arises of implementing for

example   by an anti-unitary operator.  To the best of my knowledge

there is no exhaustive analysis of such possibilities in the litera-

ture.
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